
1. Samsung Galaxy 
Active2 Smart Watch £249
The smart watch that's with you every step of the 
way, with automatic workout detection, a real-time 
coach and sleep tracking. A modern twist on a 
contemporary design. Discover the freedom to 
cuscustomise your watch face and a range of straps to 
t your style. Automatically records walking, running, 
cycling, rowing, elliptical, dynamic and swimming 
workouts. Have the power to control what's 
important to you, with notications, contactless 
payments and your favourite apps on your wrist. 

2. Smart Outdoor Floodlight 
CCamera £179.99
The EZVIZ LC1C is a security camera and outdoor 
oodlight in one amazing package, meeting your 
need for both security and night time illumination in 
the yard, driveway, and more. Motion detection 
alerts will trigger a notication to be sent to your 
smartphone via the EZVIZ app which brings 
aattention to the event occurring from wherever you 
are. Featuring PIR human detection, the Floodlight 
sends an instant alert to you when a human is 
approaching, whilst activating the bright oodlight 
feature with a powerful 2500LM brightness. 

3. HoMedics Gel Shiatsu 
Foot Massager £129.99
HoHoMedics Gel Shiatsu foot massager provides a 
softer and natural touch massage thanks to the gel 
nodes. The deep kneading shiatsu massage relaxes 
the tense muscles while the air compression with 
adjustable intensity relieves tired feet. With soothing 
heat that adds comfort to your feet.

4. Dyson Pure Cool Desk 
AAir Purier £399.99
The Dyson pure cool desk air purier and fan 
automatically puries a whole room and cools you. 
With three intelligent sensors, it automatically detects 
particles and gases in your room, then diagnoses and 
reports them on the LCD screen in real time. The 
fully-sealed 360 lter system combines an activated 
cacarbon lter to remove gases, and a glass HEPA lter 
that captures 99.95 per cent of microscopic allergens 
and pollutants.Using Air Multiplier™ technology, the 
machine projects over 290 litres of smooth, puried 
air per second for whole-room purication. 

5. Pabobo Calm Ocean 
Musical Projector £45
TThe Pabobo Calm Ocean projects a beautiful 
submarine environment, mixing underwater effects 
and swimming shes with a soft musical ambiance. 
Two expert pre-set sleep cycles are included to suit 
both calm and restless children. These cycles both 
have three phases of descending intensity to help 
captivate, soothe and nally lull your baby. The Baby 
CCry Sensor will automatically activate the ambiance 
projector if your baby wakes during the night. With a 
soft, star-shaped plush surround, this practical 
projector is easily washable.
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